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Big trends.



Immersive worlds

Generative AI



Immersive worlds.
▪



https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/travel-logistics-and-

infrastructure/our-insights/tourism-in-the-metaverse-can-travel-go-

virtual

Boundaryless
 Limitless

…it’s all about experience



What is the metaverse?

The Metaverse is the next iteration of the 

Internet. 

It blurs the lines between the physical and 

virtual world to create a single blended, 

extended or mixed reality.

The metaverse is currently now focused on 

virtual reality (VR), but is increasingly being 

defined in terms of augmented reality (AR) or 

extended or mixed reality (MR).



Metaversification and tourism



Monitorless experience
Spatial Computing & 3D photos



Examples

Inspiration and planning
Virtual spaces—which can be used to showcase hotel amenities, airline classes, or an 
entire landmark—spark the desire to travel, give a holistic idea of a destination, help in 
traveler decision-making, showcase broader offerings, and raise awareness of 
unfamiliar locations. 

Qatar Airways: QVerse allows travelers to view cabin interiors, the business-class 
QSuite, and the VIP check-in area at Hamad International Airport.

Leisure and entertainment
Live streaming, in 2020, the metaverse accounted for 0.1 % of live-music revenues—a 
figure which rose more than tenfold by 2021. By 2030, we estimate that virtual events 
account for 20% of revenues, accommodating huge audience numbers at reduced cost.

ABBA Voyage: Mixing destination and mixed reality together to create a huge 
entertainment and destination success. 

Visitor support
Some destinations have been exploring the idea of virtual concierges to support 
travelers at every stage of the journey with real-time itineraries, information, 
troubleshooting, visa issues, and more.

Metaverse Seoul: Seoul’s digital twins of tourist attractions, like Gwanghwamun
Square, Namdaemun Market virtual tour and destroyed historical sites such as 
Donuimun will be reanimated in the virtual space

. 



Experiential: Travelling back in time to 1605 



Learning: Science museum: voyage to the edge of imagination



Little trends.



Social as a search engine?

’Forty percent of 18- to 24-year-olds are now using social media as 
their primary search engine, according to an internal study by 
Google. In September 2022, the New York Times even proclaimed 
that “For Gen Z, TikTok is the New Search Engine.’

Social search vs SEO search
Social networks are visited more
than search engines every month now
What’s more,  of the time that people spend using the internet is 
spent on social media. 

Social for evaluating products, compare prices between competing 
brands, and make decisions about where to spend their money.

Search Engines for discovery

‘treat your social pages like a mini landing page and website’

https://techcrunch.com/2022/07/12/google-exec-suggests-instagram-and-tiktok-are-eating-into-googles-core-products-search-and-maps/?tpcc=tcplustwitter
https://techcrunch.com/2022/07/12/google-exec-suggests-instagram-and-tiktok-are-eating-into-googles-core-products-search-and-maps/?tpcc=tcplustwitter
https://techcrunch.com/2022/07/12/google-exec-suggests-instagram-and-tiktok-are-eating-into-googles-core-products-search-and-maps/?tpcc=tcplustwitter
https://techcrunch.com/2022/07/12/google-exec-suggests-instagram-and-tiktok-are-eating-into-googles-core-products-search-and-maps/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/16/technology/gen-z-tiktok-search-engine.html


Social as customer service

Social was never meant to be a customer service channel. 

But now it really can’t be ignored. Social media has taken an 
outsized role in customer service—and businesses, are caught 
dealing with the repercussions.

Customers expect responses through messenger and WhatsApp 
and they want them immediately. 

Are you encouraging communication through Messenger and 
WhatsApp

Have you built auto responses that make sense?

Are you utilising WhatsApp Business App and features?

Download Hootsuite’s free DM templates

EssentialDMReplies_Template_en.pdf (widen.net)

https://hootsuite.widen.net/s/bx5l6jzjpz


Social as a learning platform

In Feed – stories, posts, reels

So you want to learn about…….?

Practical ways to learn – in-feed

@shityoushouldcareabout @so.informed

Long Form content  - in depth learning on social channels, 
Instagram @futureearth 

@livinglondonhistory

@ichbinsophiescholl  -

@depthsofwikipedia

What content could you repurpose as learning content?

https://www.instagram.com/shityoushouldcareabout/
https://www.instagram.com/so.informed/
https://www.instagram.com/depthsofwikipedia/?hl=en


Instagram Guides

https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-
guides/

Guides include a cover image, title, introduction, 
embedded Instagram posts, and optional 
descriptions for entries.

Once you create your first Guide, a tab with a 
brochure icon will appear on your profile 

Place Guides
Product Guides
Post Guides



Improving your efficiency - MS365

Slide 17



Slide 18



Thank you.
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